
Minutes Oct 27, 2010

 

Members Present:  Christoff, Erin Hale, Ben, Paras, Zintha, Rhea, Fareed, Alyssa

Facilitator: Zintha

Notetaker:Paras

 

Notices:

 

SKILL SHARE

Advanced hub skill share at right to move, you gotta email ed.  His number is on the google group 
contact list.  At Sunday at 10:30

 

AGENDA 
 

Erin Hale

 

Support next Wednesday rep for SSMU clubs and services 5- 6:30.  Vote for Erin Hale because she 
showed up to our meeting and knows we exist while the other candidates didn’t.

 

Ordering:

 

-We gotta pay them in advance because they don’t trust us because there was payment mess up and the 
company itself is not financially strong during the fall. 

-No 27 inch tires from the ordering people

-There is a preference to get an account at D’amour, because we are fed up with current people we 
order from.

-We need to help christoff pick up orders.  Please contact him for a time and date.

-We should go once a month (preferably at the beginning)to pick up stuff ffrom bikurious

 

Vol-Orient_

 

-Nov. 5 potential date for anti oppression training.  But one person can’t make it on Friday (possibly 
reschedule if more people can’t make it.)  

-We can do it o the weekend, perhaps.

-Doodle will be made to see when’s the most appropriate day for the orienation.



-Ben can’t be here on Nov. 5th to head the orientation

-Max could sign up the weekend on the 12th to head the vol. oreientation with somebody else

 

Meeting with SSMuy to discuss budget

Meeting with nick tomorrow and with finn ~1:00, but confirm with Fareed.  And christoff to discuss the 
budget.

 

No. of vol on shift

 

-too many people on shift, so reduce to 6, but they can still do cleaning around the shop and other 
maintenance things, so its not a bad thing

-Zintha will make task hat soon

-The slowing down of the shop is good in order to teach new volunteers more about the shop. 

 

 

Anti-O Check In

 

-People hought it was good, learned a lot about selves. It needs to be bike collective centric and, felt 
restricted in terms of how it relates to bike collective.

 

-It was inconclusive.  If it was more action based, it would be more useful, less theory. It would be 
useful to have models to make decisions in specific situations (i.e.: Dealing with jerks.)

 

-Workshops on how to deal with offensive people straight up.  It would be more beneficial if we were 
able to be more direct but not offensive when somebody has something real to say to another collective 
member in terms how they feel offended by that person.

 

-We should maybe have a separate meeting  before retreat to talk about collective processes: Like 
calling out other people .  What make peoples feel uncomfortable, Very concrete processes: When Joe 
did this, it made me feel uncomfortable.

 

-It should be done at the retreat

-We should start off with this discussion

-Talk about active listening at the retreat

-Idea to prevent people feeling shitty: If you don’t want to receive damaging comments in a public 
setting, an anonymous way must be figured out.

-ideas that need to be addressed in the retreat need to be written in the google document



-we need to counteract the negative with awesome comments so nobody feels sad at the end of day

-jar idea, we can have jars with people’s name on it and people can put comments in the jars.

 

Tires storage room

 

-dude didn’t show up to pick up parts

 

Random Notes:

 

-Retreat is 13th of November

-pierre from Boucherville on craigslist will supply bike parts at low price.  4$ for a tire.

-invest in power tools or chairs. 

 

 

For next meeting

-selling bike frames or build a bike

-We need to make the meetings more upbeat and less monotone


